
Module 5 : Race
How do anthropologists define “Race”?

How do we know that biological separate races do not exist? (What does graph mean?)

What do anthropologists mean by “the cultural construction of race?” Be able to construct an
argument based on examples from American history.

Be able to define and explain using examples when appropriate
- Phenotype

- Genotype

- Cline or clinal variation

- Institutional or structural racism

- Individual racism

View genetic 
diversity by 
population 

Asian

European

African 

A framework of categories created to divide human populations (Not biological categories but social categories.)
The belief that a small number of physical traits
-skin color, hair texture, eye shape - can : Serve to categorize people into genetically distinct groups. Tell us 
something about the individual’s natures.

Not scientifically based (impossible to define biologically)
Based on phenotypic differences
Based on arbitrary traits (earwax? Tongue rolling? Earlobe?)
Very real!
A social category 

99.9% shared DNA
Gradual genetic change over space in a continuum (Clines)
Subspecies? = isolations and time

ALL WITHIN A BUBBLE

Just because the idea of distinct biological human races is not a valid scientific concept does 
not mean that there is not such a thing as race, or that race isn’t real. 

Race is not a biologically based concept, it’s based on arbitrary social and cultural definitions 
that have real life implications on how we live in our society.

Race is a social construct that shapes people’s life chances. 
Different from country to country and racial categories may change over time in our society.

Until the 1960s there were laws and statutes 
in place that segregated whites and people of 
color. (Jim Crow Laws) put into place after the 
abolishment of slavery.

Our contemporary system of race and 
expressions of institutional racism are 
rooted in colonialism.

The way we look. Genes plus environment.

the genetic endowment of the individual 
(the genetic composition of alleles)

Example you have brown eyes, mom has blue, dad has brown.
Genotype - blue eyes and brown eyes
Phenotype - brown eyes

all variation in the human species is clinal - that is to say, continuous and gradual across geography, and not discrete, 
not racial. (if you walk from Africa to Russia there is no one point where there is an abrupt change, white to black, it 
is gradual.)

when racism extends beyond the individual and exists in institutions. It is expressed through social structures (can be 
unintentional and passive)
Ex. segregated South, white only lunch counters

traditionally accustomed to thinking of. Individual people holding prejudices against socially perceived races. Can be 
expressed intentionally or unintentionally, or actively or passively.
Ex. person suspicious just because skin color
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Module 8 : The Economy
Define economy? What is its purpose?

Define and identify examples of the following adaptive strategies
- Foraging

- Pastoralism

- Horticulture

- Agriculture

- Industrialism

Be able to define and identify systems of exchange and distribution
- Market exchange

- Redistribution

- Reciprocity

Economies are cultural systems of adaptation to an environment. The management of available resources to survive 
and thrive
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Or hunting and gathering. Bands, small social groups under 100 people, kinship related. Semi nomadic, resource 
sharing, egalitarianism, consent and decision making. (comcaac fishing, Inuit hunter)

Domestication of animals for food (cattle, sheep, goats, yak, reindeer, and llamas) supplemented by hunting, 
gathering, trading, cultivation. Nomadism or transhumance. 

Non-intensive shifting cultivation. Includes slash and burn agriculture, household plots. Always has a fallow 
period. Sedentary, produce enough food for family. A.k .a. shifting cultivation

Intensive production of domesticated plants. Sedentary. Supports larger populations. Labor-intensive. 
Ranked social organization, diversification and stratification.

Relies on massive mechanization, mass production of food, labor is a commodity, capital production a goal

If I do something for you I expect you to do something for me, generalized, balanced, negative (ex kinship relationships)

Goods are collected from members of the group and then they are reallocated in different patterns. Goods will flow 
through a central authority. (ex taxes, how they work)

Standardization and common medium of exchange (ex. salt, metals, monetary exchange system.)
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